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Reference No: 11/00851/PP   
 
Planning Hierarchy: Local Development  
 
Applicant:  Mr E & Mrs H Howarth   
  
Proposal: Erection of dwellinghouse, installation of septic tank and formation of 

access. 
 
Site Address:  Cul A Mhill, Ardtun, Bunessan, Isle of Mull 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
  

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT NO. 3 
 

(A) BACKGROUND  
 
This application was presented to the Planning, Protective Services and Licensing 
Committee meeting on 22nd February 2012, at which time the item was continued.  
 
The Crofter’s Commission has since provided a consultation response dated 23rd 
February 2012 and made a further representation dated 7th March 2012.  In these 
responses they have stated their general support for the croft proposal due to the 
comprehensive Croft Development Plan (CDP).  They have also indicated their 
satisfaction that the sub-division of the croft will not lead to the inappropriate break up of 
croft assets or prejudice the interests of the wider crofting community. They will not, 
however, comment on the viability of the CDP or express any view as to the point at which 
residential occupation of the land is warranted in terms of the management of the land.  
 
There is general support for the development of a croft house on a bareland croft through 
Structure Plan Policy STRAT AC1.  In order to justify a new dwelling under this 
exceptional ‘need’ scenario, the applicant must demonstrate that the proposed house is 
required as part of the croft development in order to be able to manage the land in a 
manner consistent with the aims set out in the Croft Development Plan .  In this instance, 
the applicant has provided a comprehensive CDP which has been accepted by the 
Crofter’s Commission.  With this in mind the CDP can amount to a suitable locational 
justification for development and satisfies Structure Plan policy STRAT AC1.  Therefore 
the original ground for refusal number 2 can be deleted as a justification for the 
development has been accepted under policy STRAT AC1.   

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(B) RECOMMENDATION: 
 

Having due regard to the Development Plan and all other material considerations, it is 
recommended that: 
  



i) the Area Capacity Evaluation (ACE) as appended to the main Report of Handling be 
adopted as a material consideration in the determination of this application and any 
future application within the defined area of common landscape character;  
 

ii) the application be refused for the reasons given below in this supplementary report; 
and,  

 
iii) the applicant be encouraged to pursue one of the alternative sites identified in the 

ACE to secure a house for the croft once the bareland croft is being worked as per 
the Croft Development Plan. 
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GROUNDS OF REFUSAL RELATIVE TO APPLICATION REFERENCE 11/00851/PP 
 
1. The proposed house occupies an area of land identified in the Isle of Mull Landscape 

Capacity Study as not appropriate for further development, where open views across 
and within the site towards the Treshnish Isles and Ardmeanach are key features to be 
maintained.  A generous area of land is allocated for further small scale housing 
development along the western side of the track to the west of the site by the Landscape 
Capacity Study, which deliberately applies a strategy of consolidating distinct clusters of 
development as opposed to perpetuating a wider scattered housing pattern sprawling 
across the countryside.  The Study safeguards exist against further development on the 
eastern side of the track as it runs a high risk of intruding on key views looking into the 
site, across the site and within the site; to reduce visual impacts arising from 
development; and to avoid steep or rocky areas.  As the proposed house would intrude 
on key views across the croft towards the Treshnish Isles and Ardmeanach and 
generate visual impacts on the horizon when approaching the site from the south, the 
application site does not represent a suitable opportunity for development.  Whilst this 
unfortunately already occurs with Tigh Aigan Oir, this is not a desirable or dominant 
feature of development at Ardtun and should not be further encouraged.   

 
Whilst the Development Plan includes general support for single croft houses on 
bareland crofts, the site is not the best location for a house within the croft.  If the house 
were to be approved in the proposed location, along with the associated planting 
proposals, this would generate adverse impacts on the key features of the area, namely 
the protected open views across the site, contrary to the provisions of the Development 
Plan.  In this case, these conflicts are considered to outweigh the general support for a 
house on a bareland croft in STRAT AC 1, DC 5 and LP HOU 1. 

 
 


